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"If the human body is the original site of sound production, are musical instruments and assemblages an attempt to extend our bodies to increase their sound making 
abilities?"

(Michael T. Bullock)

"... so that one is, so to speak, only an instrument upon which the universe plays."
(Gustav Mahler)

"There are many realities"
(Louise Bourgeois)

“They are referred to as the five sheaths (Sanskrit:kosha): 
annamaya kosha, pranamaya kosha, manomaya kosha, vigyammaya koshaandanandamaya kosha. 

These correspond to the physical, vital, mental, intuitive and blissful planes mentioned in western mysticism” 

At the beginning of this work there were 3 things: the idea of making a homage to Gustav Mahler, the number 5 and my present research work with the (human) 
body, resonant bodies and rooms.

In trying to find a line between these 3 ingredients I look for associations freely, I play with them, I impose them on the compositional process, putting myself in a 
kind of straitjacket.

I find words, texts, events of my life, stories, dreams… words that read like free-associative lyrics of a hidden song.
Then all these elements form a complex map or labyrinth in which I walk in silence until other associations and finally sounds appear in my head... I let them come 
and without judging, I remove the words and only the sounds stay, I use them and I weave the piece ....

Instruments and machines as extensions of the body …
instruments as bodies
rooms as bodies
bodies as bodies
bodies as instruments
resonating bodies, resonating rooms

The composition bodies of noise is at the end nothing more than a reflection about the act itself of composing.



Explanations  

Although the piece is separated in 5 short movements, it should be played as 1 entire movement, between III and IV the break should be very short and the attacca 
immediate.  

I Ritual Walk (Surfaces)

Metal hanging “instrument”.
In this Movement there should be some metal “rubbish”, pans, cans and some bells (cow bells at the best) hanging all together, they will be moved freely and softly 
most of the time, so that they can do their sounds hitting and rubbing each other.

II Fire / Singing 

This movement should last around 3 minutes. 
In the graphic ach minute is divided in 10 sections of 6 seconds each, the lines are smooth, so is the time, not completely fixed, you can have a flexible timing to start 
the elements and actions,  however, if you feel more comfortable you can decide to write exactly the times where you would like to start that action. 
The movement starts with very different sound worlds, contrasting, the aim of the development is to get to a common “static noise” trying to imitate (or having 
simply in mind) radio sounds on one side and fire crackle on the other. 

A

Bass drum can choose all kind of materials (paper, textile, wood....) to rub the drum in a continuum and in round motions, the colors of the material should change 
but taking care of not loosing to much the continuity, when a new material starts a new motion you use the contrasting element of the mallets, different types, on the 
skin and on the frame of the drum dynamic and size of the round motion increases thorough the movement 

B

Den-den daiko: play with variable speeds and motions, be loud and stubborn. Make breaks in between the actions.
Triangle short very sonorous events 
Ayoyotes, round motions making sound the shells, not hitting  



C

(Pianos) Place always E-boys carefully on strings (open pedal), try as much as possible not to produce extra noises. 
Pitch of the strings is to choose freely. 
Between the 2 E-bows there should be always more than a 6th 

D

(Pianos) Tremor / Tremolo 
Play with soft percussion mallets on the low strings of the piano with open pedal. 
Go from pianissimo to fortissimo and back 

E

(Pianos)
aPluck with force any string (middle and high register, open pedal) 

make a “harp glissando” over several strings (middle and high register, open pedal) 

F

(Pianos)

Place paper and aluminum foil in the low strings of the piano (open pedal always) 
rub strings with the materials softly and alternate with playing keys and making the materials vibrate (very noise sound) 

G

Radios (Percussion) 
Each radio should be tuned in the MW or AM, the sound produced should be noise, static noise, white noise ...in any case trying to reduce the the probability of 

getting any station, music or information. 

The radios should not be too big, battery-powered and preferably not digital 



III Noise

Explanations on the score 

IV Analogies of the Heart

 Approximate pitch 

For the Glissandos there is always a cue for the start, the speed of each glissando is free and always different, for pianos pedal ad 
lib. 

V Rising

explanations on the score 

























































0' 30"  1' 1'30" 2' 2'30"1'15"

Play modules or chords in random order and repeat freely, 
dynamics shall always be between ppp and p

Whistle single tones
make a very long break
between each tone

Clap your hands on or two times, 
trying to imitate a flamenco dancer, 
always with a long break in between the events
X ....... X X ................ X X ........... X ...... etc.

Whistle single tones
make a very long break
between each tone

Clap your hands on or two times, 
trying to imitate a flamenco dancer, 
always with a long break in between the events
X ....... X X ................ X X ........... X ...... etc.

Whistle single tones
make a very long break
between each toneClap your hands on or two times, 

trying to imitate a flamenco dancer, 
always with a long break in between the events
X ....... X X ................ X X ........... X ...... etc.

Whistle single tones
make a very long break
between each tone

Clap your hands on or two times, 
trying to imitate a flamenco dancer, 
always with a long break in between the events
X ....... X X ................ X X ........... X ...... etc.

1'45"

Play modules or chords in random order and repeat freely, 
dynamics shall always be between ppp and p

Play modules or chords in random order and repeat freely, 
dynamics shall always be between ppp and p

Play modules or chords in random order and repeat freely, 
dynamics shall always be between ppp and p

V Rising

Harmonicas (play inside the piano with open pedal)

Start at the lowest pitch of the instrument, play one tone at a
time in free timing and length, always make a more or less
long break between each tone.

Harmonicas (play inside the piano with open pedal)

Start at the lowest pitch of the instrument, play one tone at a
time in free timing and length, always make a more or less
long break between each tone.

Harmonicas (play inside the piano with open pedal)

Start at the lowest pitch of the instrument, play one tone at a
time in free timing and length, always make a more or less
long break between each tone.

Harmonicas (play inside the piano with open pedal)

Start at the lowest pitch of the instrument, play one tone at a
time in free timing and length, always make a more or less
long break between each tone.


